
Texas Scorecard Radio 
2018 Q4 Program Notes 

The Following Programs Ran on KORQ 96.1 FM on Sunday Mornings from 5am till 5:30am 
 

(December 27, 2018) 
Tony McDonald discusses tax-funded lobbying with Brandon Waltens, Cary Cheshire breaks 
down the recent controversy over Texas’ law outlawing Israel boycotts, and Reagan Reed has 
an update out of Montgomery County. Texas Right to Life’s John Seago gives us a preview of 
what they are working on for the 86th Texas Legislature, and Charles Blain has this week’s 
commentary. 
 
(December 20, 2018) 
Tony McDonald goes around Texas to discuss the headlines with Brandon Waltens, Cary 
Cheshire, and Lauren Melear. Austin election law attorney drops by to discuss the FEC. Jacob 
Asmussen has this week's commentary. 
 
(December 13, 2018) 
Brandon Waltens, Destin Sensky, and Cary Cheshire stop by to discuss the latest news out of 
Austin and D.C. Jeremy Newman from Texas Home School Coalition chats about what the 
organization is preparing for in anticipation of the 86th Texas Legislature. Michael Quinn 
Sullivan has a commentary. 
 
(December 06, 2018) 
Tony McDonald and Empower Texans President Ross Kecseg discuss Charlie Geren's former 
operative finally admitting guilt in the dirtiest political trick in Texas history. New capitol 
correspondent Destin Sensky sits down to discuss the Attorney General's lawsuit against a 
sanctuary city. Brandon Waltens updates us on the Texas House speaker race. Derek Cohen 
from Right on Crime discusses bail reform in this week's interview, and Zach Maxwell has a 
commentary. 
 
(November 29, 2018) 
Host Tony McDonald discusses the latest in the political prosecution against Texas Attorney 
General Ken Paxton with Brandon Waltens. Erin Anderson calls in to discuss the controversial 
Democrat State Rep-elect in North Texas who is being disowned even by her own party. Texas 
Right to Life’s Elizabeth Graham joins the show to discuss ethical issues surrounding organ 
donation, and Michael Quinn Sullivan has a commentary. 
 
(November 22, 2018) 
Tony McDonald discusses the City of Austin's recent court loss with Jacob Asmussen. Brandon 
Waltens drops by to discuss State Rep. Dennis Bonnen's first week as the presumptive next 
Speaker of the House. Chairman of the Texas GOP James Dickey joins to discuss the party's 
priorities heading into the 86th Texas Legislature, and Michael Quinn Sullivan has a 
commentary. 



(November 15, 2018) 
Tony McDonald discusses the latest news from around the state of Texas with Erin Anderson, 
Miriam Cepeda, and Saurabh Sharma. Brandon Waltens stops by to dissect the news about a 
candidate for Texas' Speaker of the House announcing that he has the votes to become the 
next speaker. Michael Quinn Sullivan has a commentary. 
 
(November 08, 2018) 
Guest host Brandon Waltens discusses the results of the 2018 elections with Cary Cheshire, 
Michael Quinn Sullivan, Jacob Asmussen, and Charles Blain. Tony McDonald has a commentary 
on why it is important to make sure the math adds up before you declare victory or defeat after 
an election. 
  
(November 01, 2018) 
Tony McDonald and Brandon Waltens discuss the latest news surrounding the November 
general elections across the state. Charles Blain has a report on a controversy in Houston 
regarding the voter rolls. Cary Cheshire fills us in on the newest entrant into the race for Texas' 
speaker of the House, Dennis Bonnen. Tony interviews Bryson Boyd and Laura Harris about 
their fight against forced annexation. Michael Quinn Sullivan has a commentary on the roots of 
self-governance. 
 
(October 25, 2018) 
Tony McDonald discusses defeated Republicans who are now endorsing Democrats with Ross 
Kecseg. Erin Anderson talks about Democrats signing up non-citizens to vote and Brandon 
Waltens recaps the recent Trump rally for Sen. Ted Cruz in Houston. Judicial candidate John 
Browning stops by to explain why judicial races matter. Sal Ayala has a commentary about how 
local governments are using your tax dollars to lobby against you.  
 
(October 18, 2018) 
Tony McDonald discusses voter fraud arrests in Tarrant County with Erin Anderson, Brandon 
Waltens chats about a group of GOP Texas legislators submitting three possible candidates for 
the next Speaker of the House, and Jacob Asmussen speaks with Tony about a controversial 
Central Texas ISD’s bond package. Tony interviews the newest State Senator, Pete Flores. 
Michael Quinn Sullivan has a commentary 
 
(October 11, 2018)  
Tony McDonald sits down with Brandon Waltens, Miriam Cepeda, and Sal Ayala to discuss what 
is happening in the news. Neurologist Dr. Steven Croft discusses the issue of brain death in this 
week’s interview, and Cary Cheshire has a commentary. 
  
(October 04, 2018) 
Tony McDonald discusses the latest from around the Lone Star State with Brandon Waltens, Sal 
Ayala, and Charles Blain. Lori Szala of Human Coalition discusses how their organization is 
fighting to combat human trafficking. Cary Cheshire has part three of his four-part commentary 
series about the selection of the next speaker of the Texas House. 


